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Abstract
This thesis presents work done on the temperature dependence of excess
oxygen in a series of nonstoichiometric perovskite materials, such as acceptor-doped
BaTi03, CaTi03 and SrTi03 • The method measures the temperature dependence of the
equilibrium oxygen activity at constant defect concentration (constant composition),
from which the enthalpy of oxidation with the formation of for trapped holes can be
obtained.
The constant composition condition is obtained by putting the sample in a
sealed cell which contains a large mass of sample and small amount of gas phase.
The oxygen which enters or leaves the sample to maintain equilibrium can be
determined by measuring the EMF with a zirconia oxygen acivity sensor. >
The oxidation enthalpy for the three kinds of materials chosen are -0.15 eV
for Ca-doped BaTi03, -0.28 eV for self-doped CaTi03, and 0.21 eV for AI-doped
SrTi03, and the acceptor ionization enthalpies determined with enthalpy of oxidation
to form free hole are 0.54, 1.22 and 0.69 eV for these three materials respectively.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Ceramic materials have been widely used for electrical and mechanical
applications. The emphasis of this study is the electrical application of ceramics.
Ceramic materials have a wide range of electrical properties. Some do not allow
passage of an electrical current even in a very strong electric field and thus are
excellent insulators. Others allow an electrical current to pass only under certain
conditions! or when an energy threshold has been reached, and thus they are useful
semiconductors. Still others allow passage of an electrical current and are used as
electrical conductors. Some ceramics do not conduct electricity but undergo internal
charge polarization that allow the material to be used for electrical charge storage
in capacitors. Some typical applications of electric ceramics are multilayer capacitors,
varistors, thermistor, car starter at low temperatures, oxygen sensors, acoustic
transducers, solid pxide fuel cells, EMIIRFI filtering and High Tc superconductors
[Herbert, 1982; Cross, 1984; Ichinose et at., 1987; Smyth, 1987; Newnham. /989:
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Moulson and Herbert, 1990], more dctaided applications are shown in tables 1.1, 1.2,
and 1.3.
Historically, perovskite structure materials, such as BaTi03, CaTi03 and SrTi03,
are ~ainly used as electric insulators and capacitor dielectrics because of their
..
relatively high dielectric constant (K/::= 1500 for BaTi03), especially when compared
with earlier capacitor materials. The material which had highest dielectric constant
before the discovery of BaTiO) was rutile (Ti02) with K/::= 100.
Perovskite structure materials are very important in industry. The production of
BaTi03 capacitors is over 10,000 million per year. Since perovskite materials are the .
basis of many electronic devices, it is important to understand their structure and
chemistry.
The chemical formula for perovskite structure materials is ABO\. An ide:.!1
perovskite structure is shown in fig. 1.1. It involves a large cation, similar in size to
the anions, plus a second smaller cation. The large cation joins the anions in a cubic
close-packed arrangement with a coordination number of 12. The smaller cation fills
one-fourth of the octahedral interstitial sites, those surrounded only by anions.
The perovskite structure compositions with important electrical properties are
distorted. The B-site cation is displaced slightly off center, resulting in distorted
eccentric octahedral giving the system minimum energy. Below the curie temperature,
perovskite materials are tetragonal and ferroelectric with high bulk polarization and
high dielectric constant.
3
Qli 0 0 CaZ+ 002-
(bl
Fig. 1.1 Two schematic views of the ideal perovskite structure. (a) View with the A
cation at center of a cube, the B cation at comers of the cube and the 0 anions at the
center of each cube edge; and (b) alternative view with the anions in face-centered
cubic position, the A cation at cube comers and B cation at the center of the cube.
[From Richerson. 1992]
Table 1.1 Application of Ion-Conducting Ceramics [From Richerson. 1992]
Application
Oxygen sensor
Oxygen pump
Electrolysis
SO,-NO, decomposition
Solid oxide fuel cell
Na-S battery
Sodium heat engine
Ion pumps
Lithium batteries
Molten carbonate fuel cell
Resistance-heating elements
Galvanic cells for thermodynamics
and kinetics measurements
Material options
Zr02solid solutions with Cao, MgO. or YtO]
same
same
same
same; cS-Bip]; BitO]-Y20]; ZrG~O,
Beta-alumina, beta"-alumina; NaZrSiPO
compositions; N~S-GeS2-Nal; Na ion-
conducting glasses
Beta-alumina, beta"-alumina
Beta-alumina analogues
LiI-AltO]; Li-AlIFeS
Li2CO]-KtCO]; LiAIOt
Cubic Zr02solid solutions; Ce02-Zr02
compositions
Doped Zr02• CaF1• Th02, and others
4
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Table 1.2 Some Semiconductor Applications of ceramics [From Richerson, 1992]
Device or Application
Rectifier
Thennistor
Thennal switch
Solar cell
Varistor
Electrode
Heating element
Sensors
Base Material with Suitable Doping
Cu20
BaTiO). FePiMgAIP4 solid solution
V02, V20 3
Si, CdS, InP, Ti02, SrTi03
ZnO, SiC
Ti40 7• LaCr03, LaMn03. Laa.sFe03
SiC, MoSi2, graphite
ZnO, Sn02, Fe20 3
Talbe 1.3 Some Applications of Ceramic Electrical Insulators [From Richerson, 1992]
Integrated circuit chip carriers
Substrates for printed circuits
Spark plug insulators
Power line insulators
Electron-yube cathode insulator
High-frequency tube envelope
Microwave tube components
Thennocouple protection tubes
Filament support for incandescent lights
X-ray tube components
Television and oscilloscope components
Computer components
Household appliance components
Automotive electrical system components
Aerospace components
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1 General concepts to defect chemistry
As we all know, there are no perfectly ideal crystals in the world. Defects exist
in every crystal, but, when the amount of defects are very small we can think of the
crystal as nearly perfect. Defect chemistry is the study of deviations from perfect order
in crystalline inorganic compounds, and the effects of such disorder on their properties.
There are three main types of structural defects in crystalline materials: I) point
defects, 2) line defects, and 3) planar defects. Here we are dealing with point defects,
which involve only a single atomic species or lattice site. These kinds of defects and
disorders are important in defining the electronic properties of the materials, therefore
the origin of point defects must be understood.
Point defects are a part of the equilibrium state of a crystal. At equilibrium state.
the system must have minimum value for the Gibbs free energy. Any missing or
displaced ion can only detract from the lattice energy of the perfect. defect free
6
crystal, and the lattice energy is only the enthalpic c~ntribution to the total Gibbs free
energy of the system, the entropy term must also be taken into account:
G=H-TS (2.1 )
Where G is the Gibbs free energy, H is the enthalpy determined by the
electrostatic interactions in an ionic crystal, and S is the entropy. There are two main
contributions to the total entropy, a vibrational term, Sv, and a configurational entropy,
Sc. The Sv arises from a change in the vibrational modes in the vicinity of a defect,
and the Sc is the measure of the randomness of the system. In all cases, Sv term is not
of major importance for our treatment of intrinsic defects. It is the Sc term that is
more important for the treatment of defect chemistry.
From statistical mechanics, the configurational e~tropy is defined as:
(2.2)
where kB is Boltzmann's constant, and P is the number of possible permutations of the
system, or the number of equivalent ways that the components of the syst~m can be
arranged. P can be expressed mathematically as
(2.3)
where No is the number of lattice sites in the perfect crystal. or the number of atoms
in the crystal, or the number of occupied sites in the disordered crystal, n is the
number of vacant lattice sites, and No+n is the total number of lattice sites in the
disordered crystal.
The equilibrium number of defects will be that which causes the largest decrease
7
in the Gibbs free energy from that of the perpect crystal, therefore. by setting
dG/dn=O, and using Stirling's fonnula for the case of large numbers (lnx!::::xlnx-x), we
can get an equation to describe the number of defects present in a solid:
(2.4)
This equation indicates that the crystal is defect free only at O·K. At equilibrium. all
crystals will have a certain amount of defects.
2.2 The Law of Mass Action
The law of mass action is very important in equilibrium defect chemistry. The
general expression is based on thennodynamics.
For a equilibrium chemical reaction:
aA+bB~C+dD
the mass action expression is
(2.5)
(2.6)
Where the capital letters with brackets, such as [A], are activities of the components,
small letters a, b, c, and d are coefficients of equation 2.5, and K(T) is the temperature
dependent mass-action constant.
For a species i, the chemical potential or the partial molar free energy is
8
introduced as
or
(2.7)
(2.8)
where Ilie is the chemical potential at standard condition, ~ is the activity of the
species i. Then
(2.9)
(2.10)
At equilibrium state, AG=O, therefore
(2.11)
From thermodynamics, Gibbs free energy is constituted by enthalpy and entropy parts,
(2.12)
Rearrange equation 2.11 and 2.12, the temperature dependence of the
equilibrium constant becomes
(2.13)
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~SO is the standard entropy change of the reaction, Ll.Ho is the standard enthalpy change .
of the reaction, K· is a constant.
This mass action treatment can be used in defect chemistry, where the
identifiable species are lattice defects dissolved in a matrix.
2.3 Conservation Rules
There are several kinds of point defects in a crystal: vacancies, interstitials, free
electron-hole pairs, and misplaced ions. When we study defect chemistry,
conservation rules must be obeyed for self-consistentancy. The conservation rules can
be summarized as [Smyth, 1993]:
(1) Conservation of mass: Atoms are neither created nor destroyed within a system,
but must be conserved.
(2) Conservation of charge: The bulk of the crystal must be charge neutral, matter can
be added to or removed from a crystal only in electrically neutral combination.
(3) Conservation of structure (lattice Site Ratio): The ratio of cation sites to anion sites
should not be changed by the creation of defects.
(4) Conservation of electronic States: The total number of electronic states in a system
derives directly from the electronic states of the component atoms, and must be
conserved.
The conservation rules are the heart of defect chemistry. When treating complex
structures, we should especially take care that the lattice sites ratio is never violated.
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2.4 Intrinsic disorder
Ionic disorder and electronic disorder are two types of intrinsic disorder. They are
going to be discussed below.
2.4.1 Intrinsic Ionic Disorder
Intrinsic ionic disorders are lattice defects that are not related to an impurity
content, or any other extrinsic cause such as deviation from stoichiometry. They are
part of the equilibrium state of the ideally pure, stoichiometric crystal. Of course there
is no ideally pure crystal in the world, but the impurity content may be sufficiently
low and the temperature sufficiently high, that the resulting extrinsic defect
concentrations are negligible compared with those due to intrinsic disorder. In order
to get the equilibrium defect concentrations, the temperature must be highenougi?to
allow the necessary_diffusionPI2~ess .to jJ~oj:~ci tQe.'CquiliJ?I~)n re~~pW~l~;--y~tJc.
There are three major types of intrinsic ionic disorder: cation and anion
Frenkel disorder and Schottky disorder. We can consider a metal oxide MP3 as an
example for these disorders.
Frenkel disorder involves the movement of an ion from a regular lattice position
to an interstitial position, leaving a vacancy behind. The displaced ion can be either
a cation or an anion. And the availability of an interstitial site of adequate size is an
important consideration. The Frenkel dosorder reactions are discribed as below
the mass-action expression is
Cation Frenkel (2.14)
11
(2.15)
If cation Frenkel disorder is the only source of defects, then the charge neutrality
condition is [VM',]::::[M,o-J, and the defect concentrations are
(2.16)
and Anion Frenkel (2.17)
the mass-action expression is
(2.18)
If anion Frenkel disorder is the only souce of defects, the charge neutrality is
[Voo']=[O,"], the defect concentrations are
where nil refers to the perfect crystal, where no defects exist. KcF(T), KAF(T) are
temperature dependent equilibrium constant, AlIeF' AHAF are enthalpy cost for the
creations of cation and anion Frenkel disorders respectively.
Schottky disorder is a vacancy disorder where a stoichiometric number of cation
and anion vacancies occurs, i.e. an electrically neutral combination of ions from
random sites in the interior of a cryctal and are placed on lattice sites on the surface,
leaving an electrically neutral combination of vacancies in the bulk, as described
12
(2.19)
below:
nil~2VM'"+3Vo
the mass-action expression is
12.20)
(2.21 )
If Schottky disorder is the only source of ionic defects, the charge neutrality is
3[VM"']=2[Vo""], the defect concentrations are
3 /!"H[Vo]=(_)2/3K'S1/3exp(---4.)2 5kB~
2.4.2 Intrinsic Electronic Disorder
(2.22)
(2.23)
Intrinsic electronic· disorder deals with the thermal excitation of electrons from the
chemical bonds of solid materials. In perfect semiconductors and insulators, all the
electrons are tightly bound to the atoms, the valence band is completely full of
electrons and the conduction band is completely empty. Therefore, there are no free
electrons or free holes even when there is an applied electric field. At T>OK, however,
thermal activation can excite electrons from valence band to conduction band, creating
quasi-free electron-hole pairs, such as shown below:
nil.-oe'+h'
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(2.24)
where e' is a quasi-free electron in the conduction band, and h is a quasI-free hole In
the valence band in a stoichiometric material. The mass-action expression is
\2.251
where nand p represent the concentration of electrons and holes resrec(lvelv. E 0 I"
the energy that has to be applied to create the disorder.
If this intrinsic excitation is the only significant source of electrons and holes. then
their concentrations must be equal, so that
K o1
(2 EgO
n=p= i exp(- 2k yJ
B
(2.26)
In a compound crystal, there exist different kinds of intrinsic disorder. It is
essential to determine which kind of intrinsic disorder is the most important. From the
theoretical treatment, it is possible to calculate the enthalpy cost for each kind of
disorder. The preferred intrinsic disorder should have the lowest enthalpy cost. As an
example, for the case of CaF2, the enthalpy cost for various types of disorder have
been estimated by theoretical calculations as follows [Catlow et al, 1977]:
Anion Frenkel:
Schottky:
Cation Frenkel:
2.65 eV;
7.80 eV;
8.40 eV;
1.325 eV per defect
2.60 eV per defect
4.20 eV per defect
From these numbers, it can be seen the anion Frenkel disorder has the smallest
enthalpy cost per defect, so anion Frenkel disorder is the preferred intrinsic ionic
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disorder. For the stoichiometric material CaF2, the charge neutrality for the intrinsic
ionic disorder is determined by anion Frenkel disorder, i.e.
[Fr']=[VF] (2.27)
So, all the defect concentrations can be derived through the corresponding mass-action
expressions.
2.5 Extrinsic Disorder
Extrinsic disorder involves the ionic and electronic defects that result from the
presence of impurity ions dissolved in the lattice. Impurity ions usually replace one
of the normal ions in the structure of the host compound in substitutional solid
solution. It is much more common for the impurity to be cation than to be anion.
Isovalent substitution represents a trivial case of extrinsic ionic disorder, because
the impurity center is neutral. relative to the perfect crystal, and no compensating
defects are needed to be created. Therefore the properties of the solid solution differ
very little from the end members of the solid solution. The main effect of impurity
ions on the defect chemistry of a compound results from their difference in charge
states relative to the ion they replace, and these kinds of impurities are referred to as
aliovalent ions. When an aliovalent impurity ion is incorporated into the crystal by
substitutional solid solution, a charged impurity center results. In order to maintain the
overall charge neutrality, oppositely charged defects, either cationic, anionic, or
electronic , occur to compensate for the charged impurity center.
There are two general types of cationic aliovalent impurities: acceptor impurities
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which have less charge than the ions they replace, and donor impurities which have
.
higher charge than the ions they replace. For an acceptor impurity center with negative
charge, a positively charged defect is needed for compensation; For a donor impurity
center with positive charge, a negatively charged defect is required to compensate.
An example of the above discussion is a hypothetical oxide MO with an acceptor
impurity A20. Three kinds of compensating defects can be generated by the
incorporation of the impurity for this material, as shown below:
A202MO)2AM'+VO"+ 0 0
A20+MM~2AM'+M!"+Oo
A20+1I202 2MO )2AM'+200+2h'
(2.28)
When the hypothetical oxide MO is doped with donor impurity OP3' there are
also three kinds of compensation reaction:
02032MO)2DM+200+0\"
OP33MO)2DM+30o+VM"
D2032MO)2DM'+20o+1I202+2e'
(2.29)
Obviously, no matter whether it is an acceptor or donor impurity center, there are
three possible compensating defects with opposite charge to the impurity center. The
most probable compensating defect should correspond to one of the defects that results
from the preferred form of intrinsic disorder, either ionic or electronic, because there
must be continuity between intrinsic and extrinsic defects [Smyth, 1984]. For example,
if Schottky disorder is the preferred intrinsic disorder, then in the near-stoichiometric
region, Vo" compensates for AM' if the impurity is an acceptor, VM" compensates for
16
(2.30)
DM' if the impurity is a donor.
2.6 Nonstoichiometry
Usually, a crystal is surrounded by some kind of ambient with which it must be
in equilibrium in order to reach a truly defined thermodynamic state. therefore we
have to consider the interaction of the doped crystal with the gaseous ambient, which
contains some activity of the nonmetallic constituent, e.g. oxygen for oxides or
chlorine for chlorides. This interaction introduces the concept of nonstoichiometry.
For a compound with chemical formula MaO b ("a" and "b" are small
integers determined by the valence of the cation and anion atoms), if the ratio between
the constituent atoms is exactly alb, then the compound is stoichiometric. However,
there can always be a deviation from alb due to the interaction of the crystal with the
ambient. The nonmetallic constituent will incorporate in and out of the compound,
making the compound nonstiochoimetric.
Since we are only interested in oxide compounds, we just need to consider how
the oxygen atoms transfer in or out of the compound. There are four ways of
incorporation: (1) oxygen excess; (2) metal deficient; (3) oxygen deficient; and (4)
metal excess.
Under oxidation conditions, oxygen excess occurs with two possible ways to
incorporate oxygen for an oxide MO:
11202~I"+2h'
1I202~o+VM"+2h'
17
(2.31)
(2.32)
In both cases. the compensating defects are holes. because the oxygen emenng the
compound picks up two electrons from the valence band to become an oxygen ion.
wherever it resides in the lattice. thus giving rise of two holes.
Under reduction conditions, oxygen leaves the compound, and the crystal
becomes oxygen deficient. There are also two types of mechanism for an oxide MO:
°o.....l/202+VO·+2e'
°o+MM.....l/202+MI·+2e'
In these cases, the compensating defects are electrons. When the oxygen ion
leaves the crystal in the form of a neutral oxygen atom, it leaves two electrons behind.
2.7 Isothermal Defect Concentration Diagrams
Before further discussion of defect chemistry, it is important to examine the
isothermal defect concentration diagrams first. The diagrams are log-log plots of the
defect concentrations vs. the partial pressure of nonmetallic component (oxygen in our
case), over the whole oxygen partial pressure rang. The mass-action expressions are
the basis for creating these diagrams.
2.7.1 Pure Oxide
First, let us consider pure oxide MO. Assuming Schottky disorder is preferred
over Frenkel disorder, we can write down the intrinsic stoichiometric and
nonstoichiometric disorder reactions and their mass-action expressions for different
oxygen partial pressures:
Schottky disorder:
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Intrinsic electronic disorder: niL.-.e'+h
(2.33)
(2.34)
(2.35)
If there is a mass transfer between the crystal and its surrounding gaseous
ambient, nonstoichiometry will occur due to either oxidation or reduction.
Oxidation:
(2.36)
(2.37)
where K
p
and MI
p
has the similar meaning as defined for other reations.
Reduction:
(2.3X I
(2.39)
From conservation law for charge. we know the sum of the negative charge
should be equal to the sum of positive charges, so
n+2[VM'1=p+2[Vo"]
19
(2.40)
There are two cases for which a defect diagram can be drawn: (I) when
'--
<$l1<..>K;, Schottky disorder is more favored than electronic disorder, (2) when K,>1<..,
electronic disorder is more favored than Schottky disorder. These two cases give rise
to different defect diagrams.
For the hypotheoritic oxide MO, let us consider 1<..>K, first. We can divide the
oxygen partial pressure into three regions. First, in the near stoichiometric region the
most abundant defects are ionic defects, the charge neutrality becomes approximately
(2.41)
Based on the thermodynamic theory, for a system in equilibrium, all the mass-
action expressions derived from properly written equilibrium disorder reactIons must
be simultaneously satisfied. We can therefore derive the dependence of different
defect concentrations on the activity of oxygen from the mass action expression a:-
shown below:
Kn° 1/2 ~1/4 ilin-1/2ilisn~(--) P(O r exp( 2k T )Kso1/2 2 B
20
(2.42)
(2.43)
(2.44)
In the higher P(02) region, oxygen excess occurs, the predominant defect
species are controlled by the intrinsic oxidation reaction. The charge neutralitv
condition is
(2.45)
Similarly, we can derive the dependence of defect concentrations on P(O,):
KiO 1 6 EgO-1/3AHpn% P(02f I exp( k T )
(2K;J1/3 B
(2.47)
(2.48)
In the lower P(02) region, the predominant defect species are controlled by
intrinsic reduction reaction. The charge neutrality is
(2.49)
From the mass-action expressions, we can derive the defect concentrations in
this region:
(2.50)
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(2.5\ )
(2.52)
From the dependence of defect concentration on oxygen partial pressure, we
can draw a defect diagram of concentration vs. oxygen partial pressure, as shown in
Fig. 2.1.
For the case where ~>~, electronic defects are the predominant defects in
the near stoichiometric region, the charge neutrality in this region is
(2.53)
So, the defect concentration in this region are:
K oI{2 E;n~p~ i exp( ----:::::.)2kBT
Kn
O
1 D.Hn-Eg
o
[Vol ~(-)p(02r {2exp( )K~ k TJ B
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(2.54)
(2.55)
(2.56)
(2.57)
The charge neutrality in the other two regions (oxidation and reduction) are the
same as for the case Ks>K j • so using the above method. we can derive the defect
concentrations as functions of oxygen partial pressure. and get a similar defect
diagram, as shown in Fig. 2.2.
2.7.2 Acceptor/donor-doped Oxides
As commonly known, there is no material in the world that is absolutely pure.
Impurities exist in all materials. The effect of impurity on the defect diagram should
be considered. Let us consider acceptor dopant first.
Consider an oxide MO doped with an acceptor A20, and the preferred intrinsic
ionic disorder is Schottky disorder, there are two possible incorporation schemes:
A
2
0 2MO ~2AM'+OO+Vo"
A
2
0+1/202 : 2MO )2AM'+20o+2h'
where the acceptor impurity center is compensated by either Va" or holes. By filling
the oxygen vacancy introduced by this kind of extrinsic sources, there is an extrinsic
oxidation reaction:
The mass-action expression is given by:
p2 -K 'I)-KG _t:J{oxl
- oxl( - oxlexp( k T)
[VolP(O//2 B
(2.58)
(2.59)
where the subscript "ox!" refers to the extrinsic oxidation process shown in
23
f
LOG CONC.
n.2[VoJ+-[V~J =[VoJ-+-P·2[V~J
n p
[V~J • [V~J
-1/6
n
LOG Po -
2
Fig. 2.1 Equilibrium defect diagram for the ideally pure oxide MO with K,>K; [From Smyth,
1984]
t
LOG CONC.
n- 2[voJ-+-n =p-+-p =2[V~]
P
Fig. 2.2 Equilibrium defect diagram for the ideally pure oxide MO with K,<K; [From Smyth,
1984]
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equation 2.58.
The total charge neutrality due to the existence of impurity is
n+2[VM"]+[AM']=p+2[Vo ] (2.60)
In the extrinsic region, the compensating defect concentration is fixed by the
impurity content. From equation 2.57, we know there are two kinds of defect
compensations, ionic compensation V0" and electronic compensation by holes, so
there are two extrinsic regimes.
For the case Ks>K;, at moderately low range of P(02)' ionic compensatl0n occurs.
and the charge neutrality is
(2.61 )
From this approximation and the mass action expressions 2.33, 2.59 and 2.35, the
defect concentrations in this region can be derived, as shown below:
(2.62)
(2.63)
(2.64)
In the moderately oxidizing region, holes are the compensating defects. The charge
neutrality is
25
(2.65)
/ similarly, we can derive the defect concentrations as shown below:
if
(2.66)
(2.67)
(2.68)
\
~
Inthe~h or low P(O,) range. the iotriosic oxidation and redoetion reactions
are the dominant reactions, therefore the defect concentrations have the same fOnTIS
as in the case of the pure oxide MO in the same regions. From these depende~cies of
defect concentrations on P(02)' we can draw the defect diagram, as shown in figure
2.3.
For the case of K;>~, similarly, we can derive the defect concentrations in all the
regions, and the defect diagram is shown in figure 2.4.
For the donor doped case, as MO doped with D20 3 where schottky disorder is still
the favored type of intrinsic ionic disorder, there are still two possible ways of
incorporation:
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Fig. 2.3 Equilibrium defect diagram for MO doped with the acceptor oxide A20 with K,>K;
and [A1=20K,'I2, [from Smy~h, 1984]
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Fig. 2.3 Equilibrium defect diagram for MO doped with the acceptor oxide Ap with K;>K,
and [A1=1OK;'I2, [from Smyth, 1984]
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(2.69)
where the donor center is compensated either by VMil or electrons. The total charge
neutrality is
[D"] + 2[V0"] + p = 2[VMil] + n (2.70)
In the extrinsic region, the compensating defect concentration is fixed by the
impurity content. Since there are two kind of possible compenmsations, there are two
extrinsic regions.
For the case Ks>Ki, at moderately high range of P(02)' ionic compensation occurs,
and the charge neutrality is
(2.71 )
so, we can get the defect concentrations in this region by using the proper mass-action
expressions:
(2.72)
(2.73)
(2.74)
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In the moderate reduction region, electrons are the compensatiing defects. The
charge neutrality is
(2.75)
Similarly, we can get the defect concentrations in this region,
(2.76)
(2.77)
(2.78)
Once' again, in the very high or low range of P(Oz), the compensating defects are
controlled by the intrinsic oxidation or reduction reactions, the dependences of defect
concentrations on P(Oz) are the same as for pure oxide MO in these regions. The
defect diagram can be completed, as shown in figure 2.5.
For the case of ~:>~ for the donor doped oxide MO, using a similar derivation,
we can also get a defect diagram as shown in figure 2.6.
2.8 Electrical Conductivity
When an appropriate thermodynamic driving force such as an electric field,
magnetic field, concentration gradient or thermal gradient is applied to a sample, the
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Fig. 2.5 Equilibrium defect diagram for MO doped with the donor oxide DP3 with K,>~ and
[D]=20K,In. [From Smyth, 1984]
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Fig. 2.6 Equilibrium defect diagram for MO doped with the donor oxide D20 3 with ~>K. and
[D"]=lOK;'I2. [From Smyth. 1984]
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sample will respond to the driving force, and several kinds of transport will occur.
With the application of a time independent or DC electric field, the charged particle~
will move in the field, resulting in a microscopic current. In a metal oxide, the charged
particles can be either ionic or electronic. The total current depends on the
macroscopically measurable conductivity, cr, which is the sum of contributions from
all the charged particles, as shown below:
(2.79)
where nj is the concentration of the "ith" particle, 'Ii is the charge of that particle
available to move in the applied electric field, Ili is the average velocity/unit field,
known as drift mobility.
Under certain experimental conditions, when the total condutivity is measured, the
mobility can be known.
In many materials, when compared with the contribution from electronic carriers,
the ionic conductivity is a small fraction of the total conductivity, because the ionic
carriers have much lower mobility than the electronic carriers. The reason for this
lower mobility is due in part to the comparatively large mass of the ion, which is -
105 times as massive as the electronic carriers. Therefore, for particles of the same
energy, ions will have an average drift velocity _102 to 103 times smaller [Adler,
1974]. Furthermore, ions move through a crystalline lattice by a diffusional process
that is dependent upon the availability of a nearest neighboring vacant site. This
availability is usually not very high, so the ionic motion is directly dependent upon the
crystal structure and the probability of a nearest neighbor site being vacant. In general,
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for perovskite materials, electronic conduction is dominant at temperatures where
equilibrium with the sUITonding gas phase readily occurs, T > SOO·C, which is the
condition for equilibrium electrical conductity measurements. However, the heavily
acceptor-doped perovskite materials display a significant ionic contribution to the total
conductivity, especially near the conductivity minimum, and therefore ionic
conductivity cannot always be ignored [Chan et ai., 1981b, 1982; Takahashi, 1972].
2.9 Defect Chemistry in Perovskite Structure Oxides
Perovskite or perovskite-related structure materials are widely used as
electronic materials because of their varied electronic properties. The general formula
for ideal perovskite materials is ABO), and its structure was shown in figure 1.1. The
large A cations and oxygen ions form cubic close-packing structure, the smaller B
cations fill 1/4 of the octahedral interstices. Schottky disorder is the favored intrinsic
ionic disorder, which is consistent with experimental observations and theoretical
calculations for the alkaline earth titanates. [Jonker and Hal'inga, /982: Bllrn alld
Neirman, 1982; Chan et ai., 1986; Lewis and Catlow, 1983, 1986].
Perovskite oxides have been widely studied. Equilibrium electrical condLlcllvil~
measurements have been extensively used to study BaTi03, CaTi03, and SrTi03
ceramics and single crystals, since these measurements can give a deep insight to the
understanding of the defect controlled properties of these commercially importanl
materials.. The results indicate that the solid state chemistry is similar for all of them
[Long and Blumenthal, 1971; Chan and Smyth, 1976, 1984; Eror and Smyth, 1978;
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Chan et aI., 1981a, 1981b, 1982; Daniels, 1976; Budd, 1983; Choi and Tuller, 1988;
Balachandran et ai., 1982; Balachandran and Eror. 1981]. The diagrams of the
electrical conductivity vs. P(02) for BaTi03, CaTi03 and SrTi03 are shown in Fig.
2.7, 2.8 and 2.9. From the discussion of the preceding section, it is known that the
electronic conductivity is the major part of the total measured conductivity, and the
mobility is P(02) independent, so the dependence of conductivity on P(02) comes from
the dependence of elctronic carriers' concentration on P(02)' The electronic carriers
can be either electrons or holes. From these diagrams, it can be seen that at low P(02)'
the conductivity increases with decreasing P(02) over a broad region, showing n-type
semiconduction due to a loss of oxygen from the crystal lattice for undoped BaTiO,J
and SrTi03• At extremely low P(02) range, the major defects are controlled by
intrinsic reduction (e' and Vo"), resulting in the conductivity changes with PCO:) as
crocP(O~-l/6. At intermediate low P(02)' the conductivity shows a p(Ozr l/4 dependence
which indicates that the major ionic defect concentration is controlled by some other
source i.e. the unintentional acceptor impurities [Chan and Smyth, 1976; Chan et ai..
1981a, 1981b; Smyth 1984]. For these refractory oxides it is difficult to attain high
purity levels (<1OOppm atomic) and since most of the earth's elements are either
isovalent or acceptor impurities in these materials, all of these "undoped" materials
show acceptor-doped properties. It is this kind of "acceptor-doped" properties that
makes these materials useful as dielectrics.
At higher P(02)' the relative temperature dependences indicate that oxygen
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Fig. 2.7 Equilibrium electrical conductivity of undoped BaTiO) with Baffi=l.OOO as
a function of P02 from 600· to lOOO·C at SOT intervals. Unpublished results of N.-H.
Chan and D. M. Smyth. [From Smyth, 1984]
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Fig. 2.8 Equilibrium electrical conductivity of undoped SrTi03 with Srrri= 1.000 as a
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and ±114 shown as dashed lines. [From Chan et al., 198Ib]
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Fig. 2.9 Equilibrium electricaI conductivity of undoped CaTi03 with Baffi=1.000 as
a function of P02 from 950· to 1050·C . Unpublished results of N.-H. Chan
and D. M. Smyth. [From Smyth, 1984]
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addition is even much more energetically favorable than oxygen loss.These perovskite
materials have p-type semiconducting behavior which is unexpected for pure
reduction-type semiconductors because these compounds contain no oxidizable species,
and the the addition of excess oxygen to the ideal perovskite materials such as BaTi03
lattice to form either O/" or VBa" and VTi"" is not likely. However, from the above
discussion we know, that acceptor impurities always exist in these undoped materials,
thus there is a certain amount of extrinsic V0" that can be filled, producing holes, as
shown below:
(2.80)
The enthalpy cost for filling the already existing V0" is relatively small
(.o.H
ox1=0.92 eV for BaTi03, .o.Hox1=2.16 eV for CaTi03, and .o.Hox1=0.98 eV for
SrTi03), it is very easy to add a stoichiometric excess of oxygen by partial filling of
extrinsic Vo", so in the p-type region, the dependence of electrical conductivity on
temperature is small [Chan et al., 1981b]. This produces an easy mechanism for the
accommodation of excess oxygen, making possible stoichiometric excess without
requiring a crystallographic excess.
Under nonnal processing conditions (i.e. sintered in an oxidizing atmosphere l
and upon cooling to the room temperature, the holes are trapped at acceptor centers
deep in the band gap,
Therefore as an oxygen-excess p-type semiconductors, these materials show
. insulating properties at room temperature. At temperatures >600uC, some of the
trapped holes become free. However, Waser [Waser. 1991] showed from theoretical
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considerations that there is a substantial fraction of holes still trapped even under
equilibrium conditions. The ionization of holes from the acceptor centers is important
for the properties of these materials.
AX,..A'+h·
the mass action expression for this reaction is:
(2.81 )
(2.82)
where KA(T) is the equilibrium constant and EA the ionization energy for
holes trapped at acceptor centers, usually EA- 0.5 to 1.0 eV.
2.10 Constant Composition Oxygen Activity
Conductivity measurements indicate that the alkaline earth titanates are
always acceptor doped, so they have a source of oxygen vacancies to compensate the
acceptor centers. Consider again the Vo ' filling procedure at high P02 range
The mass-action expression is
p2 K 1)' K a (t:Jloxl
= oXI( = oxl exp --kT )[V'Jp 1/2 Bo O2
~2.84)
The holes are usually trapped by the acceptor centers even at high temperature, as
shown below
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(2.85)
(2.86)
where KA0 and EA have the same meaninng as before.
summation of equation 2.83 and twice the equation 2.85 'will give
2A'+ 112°2+V0" ....2Ax+00
The mass action expression for this reaction is
(2.87)
(2.88)
where AH
ax
is the oxidation enthalpy, Ax is an acceptor center with a trapped hole.
[V0"] is fixed by the acceptor center through [A']::::2[V0"] in this region. If all of the
species concentration in this equation can be held constant, then the oxidation enthalpy
AHax can be determined by measuring the oxygen partial pressure change as a function
of temperature.
Rearranging equation 2.88, it can be seen the relationship between P(02) and
temperature becomes
(2.89)
This constant composition condition can be obtained by equilibrating a
relatively large mass of sample with a small volume of gas phase in a sealed cell.
Then the oxygen that enters or leaves the sample to maintain the equilibrium oxygen
pressure as a function of temperature will have negligible effect on the concentrations
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of ionic defects. The amount of [AX] variation for the materials studied in this work
also changes very little in the measurement temperature range, therefore [N] can be
assumed to be constant.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Techniques
3.1 Sample Preparation
In order to control the composition precisely, especially the ratio of cations, the
Pechini method [Pechini, 1967] was used to prepare the powders. The method is often
referred to as liquid solution-mixed technique. There are three steps involved in the
powder synthesis: (1) preparation of clear, homogeneous solutions containing the
requisite amounts of cations, (2) evaporation and thermal polymerization of the
solutions to· form viscous resins and eventually glassy polymers, and (3) calcination
of the glassy resins to form powders.
In this study, in order to enhance the effect of the acceptor impurities ,
intentional acceptor impurities were added into each host compound. Three kinds of
powders were made by Pechini method: (1) Ca-doped BaTi03 (BaTio.99Caa.Ol02.99S)' (2)
self-doped CaTi03 (Cal.01TiO.9P2.99S), and (3) AI-doped SrTi03 (SrTio.995Alo.oos02.997s)·
Conductivity measurements indicate that all of the dopants substitute for Ti and behave
as acceptors [Han et ai., 1987].
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The Ti-stock solution was prepared using the steps below:
(1) Put 600 ml ethylene glycol (EG, from Fisher Scientific) into a flask.
(2) Slowly add 200 ml tetra-isopropyl-titanate (TPT, from Alfa Chemical) into the
flask, and stir it with a teflon coated stirring rod.
(3) Slowly add 150 grams citric acid (from Fisher Scientific) into solution and sti r.
Pay attention to the color of the solution, wait until the color changes from milky
white suspension to transparent light yellow.
(4) After obtaining a clear solution, add 200 grams more of citric acid into solution.
(5) Keep the temperature close to lOOoC on a hot plate. Stir the solution for about ~
hours to let the alcohol evaporate, so that the final stock solution can be easily
weighed later on.
(6) Keep the stock solution in a cool dry place without exposure to strong light to
avoid decomposition.
The stock solution should be assayed using a gravimetric method. Since the
oxide powder after calcining has a large surface area, they easily absorb water from
air, and special care is needed to minimize the experimental error. Proper amounts of
stock solutions were weighed and put into a platinum crucible, then slowly heated on
a hot plate at about 120°C to form a gel. The gel was calcined in a box furnace with
a very slow ramp rate of 0.2°C/min. until the peak temperature was reached (800 -
950°C), and it was held at that temperature for three hours. The calcined oxide
powders were cooled to - 100°C, and put into a desiccator directly to avoid absorb
moisture. After it was completely cooled to room temperature, the powder was
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weighed quickly on a analytical balance with subtraction of the air buoyancy effect.
which depends on the temperature and atmospheric pressure. The final concentration
of stock solution in terms of oxide(g)/solution(g) was then obtained.
Correct amount of Ti-stock solution was weighed and put into a platinum
crucible, then correct amount of the host cation in a form of carbonate, such as BaCO,
for Ca-doped BaTi03, was also put into the crucible. The solution was put on a hot
plate set at temperature around 120°C. A citric .acid water solution (l: I) was added
dropwise into the solution using a squeeze bottle to help dissolve the carbonate. After
all of the carbonate was dissolved, a small amount of the acceptor dopant cation still
in the form of carbonate was added into the solution. Repeat the steps as for the
major cation, again wait till all the solid is dissolved into the solution. Then gradually
increase the temperature to gel the solution. The gel was put into a box furnace with
the door slightly open and the temperature raised slowly until it polymerized.
Calcination was carried out at 800-950°C for three hours. A fine homogeneous powder
with precisely controlled chemical composition was obtained.
The calcined powder with approximately 2wt% of a 5 wt.%polyvinyl achohol
(PVA) solution addition was uniaxially dry pressed and then cold isostatic pressed at
40,000 psi to form rectangular bars. The surface of the bars were lightly abraded with
a paper wiper to remove any metal contamination formed on the surface during dry
pressing. The pellets were then put into an alumina boat, embedded in calcined
powders to isolate them both from air and from the boat. Then the pellets were
sintered at 13500C for three hours.
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Fig. 3.1 Schematic illustration of the sealed cell used for the "constant composition
oxygen activity" measurements
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3.2 Sealed Cell Techniques
The sealed cell techniques used in this study are modifications of the technique
used by Tretyakov and Rapp [Tretyakov and Rapp, 1969] which allows quantitative
control and measurement of the amount of mass transport (oxygen) between the
sample and the surrounding atmosphere outside the cell. The sealed cell is a closed
system in which the amount of oxygen in the gas phase, which is in equilibrium with
the sample, can be varied and monitored in a quantitative manner.
In this work, only constant composition oxygen activity was measured. The
sealed cell technique is used to monitor the oxygen activity of a small volume of gas
phase in equilibrium with a relatively large mass of sample as a function of
temperature.
The construction of the sealed cell is shown in figure 3.1. The bottom of the
cell is an alumina disc, above which is the alumina tube, then an alumina ring, the top
of the cell is a partially stabilized zirconia (PSZ) pellet. Platinum meshes about
smmxSffiffi in size was put in the center of both sides of the zirconia pellet during
pressing. Platinum wires were attached to the centers of the Pt meshes which serve
as electrodes. The zirconia pellet, in the open circuit mode, acts as an oxygen partial
pressure gauge and measures the oxygen partial pressure inside the cell with respect
to the outside. At each joint of the cell, a pyrex glass ring was placed acting a~ a high
temperature gasket to seal the cell. A viscous seal was created w~en the glass softened
at high temperature. The viscosity of pyrex limited the sealing range below
lOOOoC, above which the glass is too fluid. To keep the whole set-up aligned
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vertically, the set-up was placed inside a portion of an alumina tube where the inside
diameter is about I mm more than the cell outside diameter. After the sealing
temperature had been reached, the top of the cell was pressed gently to squeeze the
glass and seal the cell. The P(02) of the cell was determined by monitoring the emf
across the PSZ electrolyte with the furnace atmosphere as the reference gas. Using the
equation [Richerson, 1992; Gaskell, 1981]
(3.1)
where F is the Faraday constant, and by convention, the negative lead of the voltmeter
is connected to the furnace electrode, so when P(O:!)cdl<P(O:!)fumaw the EMF is
negative.
The oxygen activity or oxygen partial pressure, P(02) was controlled by flowing
mixtures of AI and O2 bases through the tube furnace to obtain P(02)'S in the range
of 1 to _10-5 atm.. In order to reach intermediate P(OYs (10-0 to lO-IU 3tm.).
"electrochemically pumped" Ar or CO2 was passed through the furnace while much
stronger conditions (P(02)<10-9 atm.) were obtained with CO/C02mixture. In all cases.
the total pressure was - I atm.. The PSZ electrolyte must be operated at approximately
6000C or higher. Below this temperature range, the ionic conductivity of the PSZ is
too low for measurable emf to be generated. The operating temperature for this work
is above 840°C.
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Chapter 4
Results and Conclusions
4.1 Experimental Results
From the equilibrium conductivity measurements of the various perovskite
titanates, it is apparent that the oxygen nonstoichiometry of these materials can be
varied widely, thus influencing their conductivity behavior. Coulometric titration
technique can give a quantification of the oxygen nonstoichiometry, and constant
composition oxygen activity measurements can give the energetics of oxygen
nonstoichiometry. This energetic term determined by constant composition
measurements is Liliox' the enthalpy of oxidation per oxygen atom with the formation
of trapped holes. The Liliox can also be measured by coulometric titration technique by
calculating the slope of an Arrhenius plot of the oxygen nonstoichiometry as a
function of temperature. However, this method is rather time-consuming and has a
larger error margin.
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The constant composition oxygen activity measurements method is based on the
relationship between nonstoichiometry, temperature and the oxygen activity. Recall the
relationship again from before:
(4.1)
It is apparent that if the oxygen activity in equilibrium with the sample can be
monitored as a function of temperature while maintaining [AX] and [A'] constant (Le.
at constant nonstoichiometry or constant composition), AHox can be determined
directly. This is known as the constant composition oxygen activity measurement.
Experimently, it can be obtained be equilibrating a relatively large mass of sample
with a small volume of gas phase in a sealed cell, as shown in figure 3.1. Then the
oxygen that enters or leaves the sample to maintain the equilibrium oxygen pressure
as a function of temperature will have a negligible effect on the concentration of ionic
defects[Tretyakov and Rapp, 1969; Chang et al., 1987; Mehta, 1989]. The amount that
[N] actually changes during a constant composition run is estimated to vary hy < I C7r
[Raymond, 1994], therefore the assumption that [N] and [A'] are near constant is
reasonable.
The results of a typical constant composition oxygen acitivity measurement for
the perovskite materials chosen are shown in figure 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. The oxidation
enthalpies AHox for these materials are calculated to be:
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Unlike the coulometric titration measurement, this technique yields repeatable
results and therefore the values of tJIox are much more reliable.
4.2 Comparison with Other People's Result
~ For these acceptor-doped perovskite materials, the defect model only considers
Vo ', A', e' and h' as main defects which affect the properties of the materials. [n the
p-type region of the materials used in this study, the oxygen vacancy model is
accepted. A stoichiometric excess of oxygen can be incorporated into the acceptor-
doped materials by a remarkably favorable process without the need of creating a
crystallographic excess. To compensate the acceptor centers, oxygen vacancies are s
created. The oxygen incorporation into the acceptor related oxygen v:lcancy reaction
is:
(4.2)
the mass action expression is
(4.3)
In this reaction, only a small fraction of the oxygen vacancies are filled, so [Vo"]
is fixed by the acceptor concentration. Therefore, by measuring the p-type conductivity
as function of temperature under constant oxygen partial pressure, we can derive the
p-type oxidation enthalpy tJIOXI for these materials. From the literature [Chan et ai,
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1981a,b, 1982; Batachandran er at, 1982: Batachandran and Erar, /981]. we can tind
out the data as listed below:
BaTiO):
CaTi03:
SrTi03:
0.92 eV
2.l6eV
1.59 eV
(44)
From the previous discussion, we know that the holes produced directly by
oxygen incorporation into the Vo are mostly trapped by the acceptor center A'
through the reacti0t;l:
AX~A/+h'
with the ionization energy EA'
From equation 2.83, 2.85 and 2.87, we can relate the enthalpy of trapped hole
formation AHox• the enthalpy of free hole formation AHoxl • and the ionization energy
of trapped hole centers by:
(45)
Assuming that the hole mobilities are not thermally activated [Seuter, 1974], then
we can calculate the ionization energy for the three materials studied here. The results
are shown in table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Some Thermodynamics Data for The Materials studied in This Work
Materials AHox (eV) AHox1 (eV) EA (eV)
BaTi03 -0.15 0.92 0.54
SrTiO) 0.21 1.59 0.69
CaTiO) -0.28 2.16 1.22
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4.3 Conclusions
From the study of the defect chemistry of alkaline earth perovskite materials, and the
results of this thesis, it can be seen that their defect chemistries are very slmlbr.
Under normal atmosphere and equilibrium conditions, they are oxygen excess p-type
semiconductors. This oxygen excess and p-type semiconducting behavior is due to the
existence of unintentional acceptor impurities in these materials. In compensation for
the acceptor impurity centers, oxygen vacancies are formed. Under oxidizing
conditions, these oxygen vacancies are partially filled and holes are generated. There
is a tendency for the impurity centers to trap holes. The constant composition
oxidation enthalpy measurment result is the evidence for the existence of hole
trapping.
Because the depths of the hole-trapping centers are rather deep (0.5-1.25 eV), these
p-type perovskite materials are highly insulating at room temperature and
semiconducting at high temperature due to thermal ionization. For the materials
studied in this work, the oxidation enthalpies are either small positive numbers or
negative numbers. This indicates that even at high temperature, there are a large
fraction of holes still trapped by the impurity centers under equilibrium conditions.
In order to get a consistent understanding of defect chemistry for these materials,
other techniques such as constant composition conductivity, coulumetric titration,
Seeback coefficient, and AC conductivity of equilibrated and quenched specimens can
also be used. This work just deals with a part of the defect chemistry. When
comparing this work with the existing results, the results are consistent.
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Fig. 4.1 Results of a constant composition oxygen activity measurement for Ca-doped
BaTi03 The average value obtained for MIax is -0.15 eV.
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Fig. 4.2 Results of a constant composition oxygen activity measurement for self-doped
CaTi03• The average value obtained for t.Hcx is -0.28 eV.
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Fig. 4.3 Results of a constant composition oxygen activity measurement for Al-doped
SrTi03• The average value obtained for Miax is 0.21 eV.
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